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Kiwi Superstocks Rules

Section 1 (Driver + Equipment):

1) It is each drivers individual responsibility to ensure they know, understand, adhere to and

acknowledge the rules in the NZSW New Zealand Superstock Series, and respect and follow

Admin's decisions and directions throughout the league.

2) It is each drivers individual responsibility to ensure there connection, internet speed and

computer specifications are at a high enough quality to ensure fair racing, without gaining any

advantage or disadvantages via a solid connection, slow computer, limited internet speed etc.

Section 2 (Server Conduct):

1) All drivers must use appropriate communication in the server, any abuse, baiting, putting

down or inappropriate comments can be punished. This does not mean you cannot have fun!

2) All drivers on the server must adhere to the directions given by the server admin.

3) All drivers are to respect all other drivers in the server.

4) If a driver drops prior to rolling to race session, they will have 2 minutes to rejoin. If they

drop when rolled to race session, only one restart per race only applies.

Section 3 (Racing Conduct):

1) All racing is to be done in an anti-clockwise direction. Any driving on the track against the

flow of traffic, whether contact occurs or not, whether to gain an advantage or not, is not

allowed.

2) The pole line is classed as the infield/grass/kerb - anything that isn't the dirt/clay track

surface. All racing is to be done on the dirt/track surface, meaning all four wheels must be on

the track at all times. One wheel on the pole is classed as a grass cut.

3) If pushed onto the infield, you must relinquish race position and return to the track behind

the car that pushed you there. If momentum carries you ahead of them or they have stopped,

you must loop around behind them ON THE INFIELD and rejoin the track IN THE FLOW of

traffic. You must not pull straight out of the infield in front of oncoming traffic.

4) If you have pushed a car onto the infield, you must break contact as soon as possible. A

car is classed as on the infield as soon as a wheel has touched the infield area.

5) All races will start on the track. There will be NO formation lap - you will grid up in place on

the front straight. Races will be manually started as follows - "Flags In" then "Green Flag"

6) Any car with four wheels on the track moving in the race direction is fair game to be hit.



7) All drivers must take care on gridding to not come into contact and damage another car.

There will be no restarts for contact whilst gridding up. Any damage received during gridding

is protestable, however you will need a screenshot of the damage menu of your car ingame to

confirm damage and severity of damage received.

8) If any driver is seen to be severely breaking rules, connection dropping out or affecting the

quality of racing, the server admin has the right to order the driver off the track - if this is not

adhered to instantly (When safe to do so), then the driver will be kicked from the server.

9) You must exit out/escape out of the race under the following circumstances A) Your car has landed on its roof, side rails, bumpers, or body - basically if wheels are not on

the track you must exit out.

B) Your car has either gone over the pit fence, out of bounds, or has glitched/fallen through

the track

C) When advised to by Server admin

10) A roll over has occured when your car has come to a stop within one single motion. If

another car hits your car or your car hits another object mid-roll and lands back on its wheels

you are able to continue - assistance or drivers intentionally hitting a car back onto its wheels,

whether it is in a single motion or not, is not allowed under any circumstances

11) Once you have completed the race and crossed the finish line, you can not come into

contact with any other cars on track, and must not interfere with any cars that may still be yet

to finish.

12) There is to be no aggressive hitting as outlined below:

A) No straightlining entering Turn 1, and Turn 3

B) Any full noise hits that result in a car going head first into the wall

C) However, if a car or driver is intentionally attempting to block or slow you down, you may

hit as required to clear them out of the way.

13) Continuous showings to poorly affect the quality of racing, whether via but not limited to constant blocking, taking out, starting fights, will not be tolerated. All drivers are expected to

show attempt of racing and to a high quality and standard.

14) You must remain moving at all times in the correct racing direction, where possible.

15) Drivers can not change liveries during the night. You must ONLY use ONE Livery per

NIGHT

16) No wall riding to gain any advantage.

17) No attacking a car in a parked position.

18) No right turning in to oncoming traffic.



19) You are allowed to slow down to allow cars past then chase down a particular car but you

may not just turn right off the pole at slow speed.

20) Continuous trolling the pole line lap after lap waiting for the field to come round is

forbidden.

Section 4 (Protests):

1) To lodge a protest, the protest MUST be filled in on the NZSW website protest form or PM'd

to any admin before MIDNIGHT of the night of racing, in the following format.

A) The Race involved, the lap involved, and the driver/s involved.

B) Any screenshots or other info to aid your protest

C) A direct quote of the rule/s you believe to be compromised

2) Connections/solidness is not protestable - HOWEVER you can raise concern over suspect

driver/s via PM'ing an admin with your concern.
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